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We propose a diversity based relevance feedback approach
for time series data to improve the accuracy of search re-
sults. We first develop the concept of relevance feedback for
time series based on dual-tree complex wavelet (CWT) and
SAX based approaches. We aim to enhance the search qual-
ity by incorporating diversity in the results presented to the
user for feedback. We then propose a method which utilizes
the representation type as part of the feedback, as opposed
to a human choosing based on a preprocessing or training
phase. The proposed methods utilize a weighting to han-
dle the relevance feedback of important properties for both
single and multiple representation cases. Our experiments
on a large variety of time series data sets show that the
proposed diversity based relevance feedback improves the
retrieval performance. Results confirm that representation
feedback incorporates item diversity implicitly and achieves
good performance even when using simple nearest neighbor
as the retrieval method. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study on diversification of time series search to
improve retrieval accuracy and representation feedback.
1. INTRODUCTION
Time series are encountered frequently in a wide range
of applications ranging from finance to healthcare that gen-
erate data with a speed that was not possible to this day.
Accumulation of such data is gaining momentum with new
technologies, such as the decline in the price and the minia-
turization of different sensors (pressure, temperature, in-
ertial, etc.). With this data waiting to be translated into
knowledge, researchers are attempting to find different ways
of extracting information with ever growing interest.
A time series can be defined as a sequence of real num-
bers with temporal association between elements. The main
focal points of mining time series fall into the following cat-
egories: pattern recognition, classification, clustering, and
summarization. For each mining task, the initial and the
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fundamental problem has been to identify a good represen-
tation of the time series. Many different representations
have been proposed to mine information each with a dif-
ferent perspective which fits into different applications and
user intents. A family of representations has been studied in
time domain while others have incorporated frequency do-
main properties as well [1]. A measure of similarity is needed
to execute most of the related tasks. For this purpose, simi-
larity measures have been proposed which take into account
the different nature of the time series with respect to tradi-
tional data [5, 12]. Indexing methods for processing queries
have been shown a wide interest in the community [7]. Mod-
eling the time series and forecasting the unknown values has
also attracted interest [11].
The size and the generation speed of the time series can
prohibit users to see the complete data entries. While time
series search methods have been widely studied, there is lim-
ited work in optimized relevance feedback for such data. To
the best of our knowledge, no prior work has considered
diversity to improve time-series retrieval and relevance feed-
back. In this paper, we address these two fundamental chal-
lenges in time series. We first explore relevance feedback for
retrieval in time series databases. We follow a query by ex-
ample approach in which the user submits a query reflecting
the user intentions. Based on the initial query, a set of items
according to a criteria is presented to the user. A challenge
is to present a set of results optimized to collect feedback,
as opposed to the top matching set, that learns more infor-
mation about the user intent in the feedback phase. The
user evaluates the initial items to enhance the results in the
next rounds of retrieval. We utilize effective representations
of time, and use diversity between time series data in differ-
ent rounds of retrieval process to further enhance the user
satisfaction.
We also aim to utilize diversity based relevance feedback
to identify the most appropriate time series representation
for a query or an application. Given the large amount of
work in representation methods, finding the right one is
an essential and challenging task. We develop a method
of feedback in which the initial list is populated using differ-
ent representations, and the system learns the appropriate
one. The user feedback is utilized to converge to the repre-
sentation which satisfies the user most. The method uses a
representation feedback for increasing the total items from
the best performing representation for the next rounds of
retrieval. This can be useful in dynamic databases where
the properties of the system are changing or the user in-
tentions can vary. We note from the experimental results
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that besides the intended use as representation feedback,
the method implicitly embodies item diversity as well.
The contributions of this study include the following:
• We identify time series representations for relevance
feedback which incorporates various types of global
and local information. We use dual-tree complex wavelet
transform for similarity/diversity relevance feedback
due to its power to identify information localized both
in time and frequency domain. We construct relevance
feedback for time series by tuning such systems with-
out the need of explicitly defining features like ampli-
tude shift, periodicity, etc.
• The performance of the relevance feedback is enhanced
by using diversity between time series in different rounds
of the feedback.
• We propose methods that choose suitable representa-
tion types according to the user intention. This en-
ables an on the fly learning by exploiting the valuable
feedback from the user.
• We perform a rich set of experiments on real time se-
ries that provides insights on relevance feedback and
diversity for time series databases.
The results of the experiments show 25 point absolute in-
crease in precision on average, with 45 increases on some
cases, by the proposed relevance feedback framework. In-
troducing diversity into relevance feedback increases mean
precision by 7% relative to relevance feedback with no trans-
formations and 2% relative to the relevance feedback on NN
top-k search using the proposed representation in this pa-
per. Representation feedback method converges to the best
performing representation as the relevance feedback session
advances and incorporates item diversity implicitly in the
process. A weighting algorithm further enhances the perfor-
mance of the relevance feedback.
2. RELATED WORK
There has been significant work in information retrieval
community for relevance feedback (RF) since it was pro-
posed in the 1960s [24, 26, 27]. The first methods have con-
centrated on relevance feedback query movement in which
the query point was moved toward the relevant items. Di-
mension weighting methods have been proposed for the same
objective [13]. There has been use of relevance feedback in
the image and multimedia retrieval applications [34, 17, 25].
Lately, researchers state RF problem as a classification prob-
lem and propose solutions in the context of machine learning
[30, 31].
The problem of combining relevance and diversity for rank-
ing documents has been studied by Carbonell and Gold-
stein [8] in the context of text retrieval and summarization.
They define Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) objective
function to reduce redundancy while maintaining query rel-
evance in re-ranking retrieved documents. The problem of
ambiguity in queries and redundancy in retrieved documents
has been studied in [10]. They propose an evaluation frame-
work and emphasize the importance of objective evaluation
functions. Chen and Karger propose a retrieval method for
maximizing diversity, which assigns negative feedback to the
documents that are included in the result list [9]. Studies on
using relevance, diversity and density measures to rank doc-
uments in information retrieval have found place in the liter-
ature lately [33]. Diversifying search results to increase user
satisfaction for answering ambiguous web queries has been
investigated in [2] and to improve personalized web search in
[23]. Graph based diversity measures for spatial and multi-
dimensional data has been proposed in [18]. Methods to find
the best representative of a data set based on clustering has
been investigated in [21].
Time series data mining research has immense literature
on the representation of the time series, similarity measures,
indexing methods, and pattern discovery [11]. Besides us-
ing geometric distance on coefficients ([1]), dynamic time
warping (DTW) is used to identify similarities between time
series due to its success in non-aligned data [5, 28]. More
recent research has been in mining multivariate time series
([22]) and streaming data [20, 4].
On the contrary to the information retrieval, relevance
feedback and diversity have not attracted much attention
in time series community yet. Representation of time series
with line segments along with weight associated to the re-
lated segments and explicit definition of global distortions
have been used in time series relevance feedback [14, 15]. We
are not aware of any studies using representation feedback
for time series retrieval and diversification in such systems.
3. METHOD
3.1 Problem Definition
The main focus of this study is increasing the accuracy
of the search problem in time series databases. There is
a wide range of applications, such as determining products
with similar selling patterns in online commerce, identifying
correlated ECG from the past patients to a specific patient
for diagnosis, and analyzing seismic waves to identify poten-
tial commonalities among events. In such applications, the
user poses a query on a database of time series and aims to
find “relevant” time series according to the specific domain
and user.
Consider a database, TSDB, of N time series: TSDB =
{TS1, TS2, ..., TSN}. Each element of TSDB, TSi, is a
vector of real numbers which can be of different size, i.e.
TSi = [TS(1), TS(2), ..., TS(Li)] where Li is the length
of particular TSi. Given a query, TSq (not necessarily in
TSDB), find a result set (subset of TSDB) including k
time series that will satisfy the expectation of the user. The
user is able to give feedback by annotating the result set as
relevant or irrelevant. The relevance feedback system uses
these cues to increase the performance in terms of user sat-
isfaction.
3.2 Time Series Representation
The capability of representation to decode the user in-
tention is clearly essential for the performance. The appro-
priate representation depends on the application and user
intent. For example, if the user intention is to figure out
the time series with a certain periodicity, frequency domain
approaches like DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) would be
more successful. An important general property to consider
is the shift-invariance of the transform. This allows correct
retrieval even if two time series are off in the time scale.
Handling of different length time series with ease is another
important feature for the representation. For an effective
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diverse time-series definition, we seek that the transform
should in some manner give the chance of comparing “local”
properties of the two time series. Based on these properties,
we focus on two different representation methods and ap-
proaches: based on Wavelet Transform and based on SAX
(Symbolic Aggregate approXimation [19]). On one side, we
will illustrate our approaches using these methods; and on
another we will evaluate the appropriateness of these suc-
cessful representations and provide insights on their use for
our relevance feedback and diversity study.
Figure 1: An example SAX bitmap representation
SAX has gained a prominent place in the time series re-
search community due to its success in representation. It
transforms the data into a string with a fixed alphabet which
gives the chance to exploit different methods already found
and used in string manipulation. After the transformation of
the string, a method called SAX-bitmap is proposed which
turns the string into a bitmap image (matrix) using the dif-
ferent substrings included in the whole string. It has been
shown that this method is intuitive and useful in represent-
ing the time series and is a perceptually appropriate repre-
sentation. In our context, we use it as a transformation of
the time series to a vector which is then used with differ-
ent distance measures for retrieval. The method effectively
counts the number of different local signatures after trans-
forming the original time series to SAX representation. The
level of the representation (L) corresponds to the length of
the local patterns in the SAX representation. [19]
The length of the output of the SAX-Bitmap transform
is ML where M is the number of symbols used in the SAX
transformation, which is independent of the time series length
(Li). SAX naturally divides the time series into blocks and
normalizes the block within itself which inherently extracts
local features of the time series. SAX-bitmap method makes
use of this transformed string and counts the occurrences
of particular substrings. The number of occurrences in the
whole time series gives information about the global features
as well.
Wavelet Transform (and its variants Discrete WT, Con-
tinuous WT, Complex WT, etc.) is a type of time-frequency
representation used extensively in time-series domain. The
transformed data (scaleogram) provides a good frequency
and time localization. CWT is relatively shift-invariant with
respect to other flavors of the algorithm. The level of the
representation (L) in CWT corresponds to the height of low
Figure 2: Three level Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet
Transform
pass components of CWT which in turn corresponds to dif-
ferent details of the low pass components. The upper part of
the tree is the real part of the transform and the lower part
of the tree is the complex part given in Figure 2. Because
of this nature, the transformation is called the Dual-Tree
Complex Wavelet Transform [29]. The magnitude of the
complex and real part is used in this paper. The length of
the transformed data is independent of the number of levels
and is given by 2⌈log2 Li⌉.
CWT has a similar approach but with a different perspec-
tive. CWT extracts some low-pass features, i.e., components
which are in the lower frequency band and are relatively
slowly varying giving an averaged version of the overall se-
ries and high pass features, i.e., components which are in
the higher frequency band and are relatively fast varying,
related to detail and differential information of the series.
Down-sampling of the series along the branches allows the
transform to extract information from different zooms of the
data. As a summary, the branched tree process decomposes
the time series into “local patterns” in both time and fre-
quency with different scales. We can see that this decompo-
sition of the time series is suitable for diversity as different
subsets of the information provided by the transformation
can give a different meaningful perspective to the data.
3.3 Relevance Feedback of Items
Relevance feedback is an essential tool in information re-
trieval to increase user satisfaction. The user is given a set
of relevant items in the first iteration and annotates the rel-
evance of each item. A feedback mechanism is established
where items that are more relevant are presented in the next
iteration. The basic model is given in Figure 3. Each com-
ponent of the system shall be explained in the consecutive
parts.
We first transform time series into a representation (CWT,
FFT, SAX, PCA etc. according to properties of the time
series in the database) such that different features are cap-
tured. The preprocessing typically involves a normalization
(unit-norm, zero-mean, etc.) as necessary. Given an ini-
tial time series query (TSq), the relevant transformation
(SAX, CWT or some other) is applied and a transformed
query vector, q, is calculated which will be used in the re-
trieval process. Ti denotes the transformed TSi according
to the transformations explained in the previous sections,
i.e., Ti = F(TSi).
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Figure 3: Relevance feedback system
3.3.1 Top-K Diverse Retrieval
Top-K retrieval identifies k time series to be presented to
the user who is seeking information relevant to the query, q.
The general method used is to find the k-nearest neighbors of
q which is a list of time series ranked according to a defined
distance function with respect to q. The main assumption
in this retrieval process is that the distance to the query is
related to the user preference. However, there are always
data points close to the query in theoretical sense yet not
related to the interest of the user. Moreover, the intent of
user can be already ambiguous itself.
In the above explained case, as the name nearest neighbor
(NN) implies, only the data points in the vicinity of the
query point are retrieved. But the database can include time
series items very similar to each other giving very limited
novel information about the user intentions since q is already
known. This will in turn make the relevance feedback less
useful and will waste the time and annotation effort of the
user.
The user needs to be given somewhat diverse results that
are still around the query point. With more diverse choices
provided, the successive iterations of the relevance feedback
would be expected to better meet the user intentions. In
the following analysis, we illustrate our intuition of utilizing
diversity using a simple model in this context. For a query, q,
we find a top-k list using NN with the last element d distance
away from the query. A 1-D Gaussian data distribution for
relevant set, R ∼ N (0, σ2) and irrelevant set, IR ∼ N (µ, σ2)
is depicted in Figure 4.
Assuming, there are N relevant and M irrelevant items,
we can find the number of relevant (k1) and irrelevant items








IR(x) dx ≈ IR(q).2d if k2 ≪ M
k = k1 + k2
(1)








Figure 4: Data distributions used in analysis
This formula illustrates that if R and IR is separable (µ
is very large) precision will be high as expected. It also
shows that if the query point is near the mean of R than the
precision will be high and vice versa. This implicitly states
that the better we capture the model of the relevant set, the
better the performance will be. We can capture the model
of the relevant set using the relevance feedback by modifying
the query according to the feedback from the user. Consider
a simple model that constructs the new query for the next















If we use a diverse retrieval setting around q, we will have
a top-k list that spans a larger distance(δd) which is also














[eq−δd − eq+δd] δ > 1
(4)
This ensures q′2 < q2 which increases the precision using
Equation 2 we have shown earlier. If the precision is al-
ready high which might be the case if R and IR are well
separated than the precision increase will not be significant.
We incorporate diversity in top-k retrieval for different
iterations of the relevance feedback. We explore two dif-
ferent methods to diversify the top-k results: maximum
marginal relevance [8] and cluster based diversity. Maxi-
mum Marginal Relevance (MMR) combines the distance of
the tested item to the query and the other items already in
the relevant set. The distance used is given in Equation 5
and a greedy algorithm is used until a specific number of
items is found from the whole set of items. Dist function
can be any distance function of choice. When λ is chosen as
1, the DivDist becomes the distance and the result turns
to a mere top-k nearest neighbor result. When λ decreases,
the importance of the initial query decreases which gives an
end result of diverse set of items within itself but are also
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related to the query.










The second term of the DivDist involves pairwise com-
parisons of data points in the database which is independent
of the query and is performed repetitively for each query.
To decrease the running time of the algorithm, we use a
look-up table that stores all the possible pairwise distances
calculated once at the beginning for the particular database.
This clearly reduces the running times significantly.
The Cluster based diversity (CBD) uses a different ap-
proach unlike a formal optimization parameter like the one
given in Equation 5 and is similar to the method for finding
best representatives of a data set proposed by Liu et al. in
[21]. This method retrieves Top-αk elements with a nearest
neighbor approach and then clusters the αk elements into
k clusters. The data points nearest to the cluster centers
or representatives are chosen as the retrieved points shown
to the user. The parameter α controls the diversity desired,
increasing α increases the diversity of the result set. If α is
chosen as 1 then the results are the same as the NN case.
We implement a k-means algorithm for the clustering phase
in this study. An advantage of this method is that the tun-
ing parameter α is intuitive and predictable.
We note that the performance of using diversity depends
on the underlying data distribution. Since the diversification
methods are based on some distance definition, the partic-
ular meaning of the elements is important for the overall
performance of the system. This is especially important in
the case of time series, because there is an autocorrelation
between the elements. This fact stresses that the trans-
formation of the time series should be inline with general
user intentions, be suitable for varying properties of time
series acquired from different applications, and should have
the power of decomposing time series into meaningful parts
which have novel information. These properties have been
considered in choosing the suitable representation.
3.3.2 Relevance Feedback for Retrieved Items
After a round of iteration, the user is given the chance to
evaluate the results and grade the items presented. One can
utilize a variety of approaches for relevance feedback, such
as Rocchio’s algorithm [24]. According to the user prefer-
ence, an additional query is formed using the relevant and
irrelevant items for successive rounds of relevance feedback.
Equation 6 details the procedure where Rel is the set of
items graded relevant, Irrel is the set of items graded irrel-














The new query vector is not dependent on the original
query but the original query affects the results via Equation
3. The system uses the original query plus the newly formed
query vectors in the previous RF stages to calculate the
distances. We also implemented a Rocchio algorithm which
directly modifies original query at each stage and found that
the modified version performs better.
Algorithm 1 High-level algorithm for relevance feedback
system
Initialize parameter k // number of items to retrieve
Initialize parameter NumberOfIterations
q1 is given as the initial query
TSDB is given as the time series database
// Parameters for MMR
λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λNumberOfIterations]
// Parameters for CBD
α = [α1, α2, . . . , αNumberOfIterations]
for i = 1 → NumberOfIterations do
// Find Top-k results
if Nearest Neighbor then
R = Top-K(q1,. . . ,qi,TSDB)
else if MMR then
R = Top-K MMR(q1,. . . ,qi,TSDB,λi)
else if CBD then
R = Top-K CBD(q1,. . . ,qi,TSDB,αi)
end if
// Let user grade the retrieval results
(Rel,Irrel) = UserGrade(R)
// Expand query points via relevance feedback
qi+1 = Relevance Feedback(Rel,Irrel)
end for
For the successive iterations, a distance is calculated with
respect to all the query points of the previous iterations
which is detailed in Equation 7.







where N is the RF iteration number
(7)
The high level algorithm for relevance feedback is shown
in Algorithm 1.
3.3.3 Learning Weights of Time Series using Feed-
back
The transformations aim to retain as much information
as possible in the original time series so that the available
information for the subsequent tasks are not reduced but are
represented in a more discriminative fashion. Dimension re-
duction can be applied subsequently to the transformed time
series if the related problem can efficiently be solved by fo-
cusing on a limited number of properties of the time series.
As we want to learn the user intent and have no assump-
tion about it, we need to utilize generic local and global
properties which can have meanings for different user inten-
tions. Since the framework is built on general principles,
each user intention may only be associated with a subset
of these properties. However, this subset of interests is not
known a priori and should be learned according to the user
interactions with the system. For this purpose, we imple-
ment a simple learning step based on a linear model of the
properties introduced by representation by modifying simi-
lar approaches that have been used in information retrieval
community for relevance feedback [13]. The user intention is
modeled as a linear combination of the properties of the time
series which weighs each property according to the relevance
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Algorithm 2 Estimation and update of β parameters
INITIALIZATION
T ji denotes the jth feature of time series i (or its represen-
tation)
σj denotes the standard deviation for jth feature on all of
time series
NF : Number of features
for j = 1 → NF do
σj = standard deviation over all values of
T j1 , T
j









for Each RF iteration do
if |Rel| > 3 then
Calculate standard deviation differences
for j = 1 → NF do
















∀j : 1, . . . , NF
end if
end for
Estimating the β parameters from the user feedback can
be done in various ways. We use an approach based on
the comparison of the standard deviations of the particular
feature. If a particular feature is favored by the user, we
expect to see some consistent values in that particular field.
We attribute an importance for each property based on the
decrease with respect to the total database in the standard
deviation of the particular feature. We simply use this value
as an estimate for β parameters. The Algorithm 2 explains
the details of the estimation and the update process for β
parameters.
We use the β parameters calculated at the previous RF
iteration for weighting the similarity measures of top-k rank-
ing to incorporate the user preferences in the present ranking
of the time series. This weighting method can be used in
all of the previously explained diverse retrieval methods by
introducing the related parameters when the similarities are
calculated.
3.4 Representation Feedback
As expected and observed from the experimental results
with item diversity, the representation has significant effects
on the performance. This may be caused by either the prop-
erties of the data such that the meaningful and useful clus-
ters may not be separated in one representation with respect
to other. This can partially be solved via doing experiments
with different representation against some performance pa-
rameter and choosing the representation accordingly. But
this approach would fail when the data properties change as
the entries to the database change dynamically. The second
main cause is that a particular representation may not be
able to represent the user intention as well as some other rep-
resentation. Different users’ intentions can vary even if us-
ing the same time series database. For example, some users
might be interested in time domain features while others
might be looking for a frequency domain feature. A univer-
sal time series representation appropriate for all the possible
application areas and user intentions is simply not possible.
Hence, we naturally see different time series representation
proposed in the research community for different cases and
applications.
To help overcome the representation choice problem, one
can feedback the system with both related items and related
representation(s). We investigate two different methods for
representation feedback. The first method partitions the
top-k list according to the different representations avail-
able and tries to converge to the best performing represen-
tation. The second method concatenates different represen-
tation vectors and uses the weighting structure explained
in the previous sections to learn the best performing parts
of a variety of representations. The high level flow of the
representation feedback algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
3.4.1 Representation Feedback via Top-k List Parti-
tioning
In this method, we construct the top-k list as composed of
different representations and use the annotation to converge
to the representation which satisfies the user most. This is
besides the traditional use of modifying query for the next
iteration. An advantage of fusing different time series repre-
sentation is that each representation can explain a different
property of data which can not be seen when one of them
is considered. This property can ensure a rich list of top-k
elements with diversity between items implicitly caused by
the retrieval process enhancing the relevance feedback per-
formance.
The method splits the k value for the system into dif-
ferent ki values (where
∑Number of Representations
i=1 ki = k),
each designating the number of elements to be chosen from
each of the different representations. An equal distribution
can be used in the first iteration. If a prior knowledge is
present about the user, this value can be used as well. The
system, in the long run, can make use of the feedbacks of all
the users using the system to tune the initial ki values.
Top-k elements from each of the representations available
are retrieved using any of the NN, MMR or CBD methods.
ki items from each of the top-k list from different represen-
tations are chosen and presented as a total of top-k time
series to the enquirer.
Following the user feedback, ki values are updated accord-
ing to the performance of the related representation. The
initial and the update of the ki are given in Equation 8. The
relevance feedback for the time series items via creating new
query points is also performed according to details given in
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Algorithm 3 High-level algorithm for representation feed-
back system
r is given as the number of representations
Initialize parameter NumberOfIterations
q1 is given as the initial query in time domain
TSDBr is given as the time series database with repre-
sentation r
if Representation Feedback via Weighting then
TSDB = Concatenation the representations (TSDBr)
Initialize β weights
Initialize parameter k // number of items to retrieve
else if Representation Feedback via Partitioning then
Initialize parameter ki for i : 1 . . . r
end if
for i = 1 → NumberOfIterations do
// Find Top-k results using any alternative method
if Representation Feedback via Weighting then
R = Top-K(q1,. . . ,qi,TSDB,β)
else if Representation Feedback via Partitioning then
R = ∅
for j = 1 → r do





// Let user grade the retrieval results
(Rel,Irrel) = UserGrade(R)
// Expand query points via relevance feedback
if Representation Feedback via Weighting then
qi+1 = Relevance Feedback(Rel,Irrel)
else if Representation Feedback via Partitioning then
R = ∅
for j = 1 → r do
qji+1 = Relevance Feedback(Rel,Irrel)
end for
end if
// Update representation feedback parameters
if Representation Feedback via Weighting then
β = UpdateWeights(β,Rel,Irrel)






ki = k/r where r is number of representations
Update :
ki =
Number of relevant items from i
Number of relevant items
∀i ≤ r
(8)
3.4.2 Representation Feedback via Weighting
This method extends the weighting in Section 3.3.3 for
representation feedback. We concatenate the vectors of each
representation to form a vector consisting of different prop-
erties of the time series each depending on the perspective
and expressive power of the representation. This aggregate
representation is processed by the retrieval engine according
to the previously explained procedures.
By using the aggregate representation, we introduce a new
level of information to the system which enables flexibility
for representing the user intentions. We can think of each
of these representations as new hyper-vectors to map the
user intentions more thoroughly according to the linear user
intention model. The increase in the span of possible map-
pings depends on the chosen representations. The set of
representations should be chosen such that the linear com-
bination of the vectors includes more of the user intent. This
can be achieved by representations with different perspec-
tives and each extracting novel information that are desired
to be uncorrelated.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We performed an extensive number of experiments on real
data, whose details are given in the consecutive parts, to val-
idate the performance of the proposed methods and provide
insights on diversity and relevance feedback for time series
databases.
4.1 Dataset
We used the UCR Time series data sets for our experi-
ments [16]. The data sets on the website are partitioned into
training and test for supervised learning purposes. Since our
application is unsupervised we have lumped the two parts
together into a single database increasing the size of the data
sets. The data sets used are listed in the Appendix. The
listing in the Appendix is used as the numbering in the fig-
ures of the next sections.
The number of classes in the data sets varies from 2 to 50.
The sizes of the data sets vary from 56 to 9236. The lengths
of the time series in the data sets vary from 24 to 1024.
We experimented on 29 of the data sets available on the
web site. The data sets we used are diverse enough to give
a good understanding of the performance of the proposed
methods under different constraints.
4.2 Experimental Setting
First, the time series were transformed into SAX Bitmap
and CWT. The SAX bitmap parameter was N = Li, n =
⌈N
5
⌉ with an alphabet of four. This means that we did
not use the sliding window when transforming to SAX and
for each subseries of length 5, SAX procedure produced an
output symbol out of a possible of four symbols. While
transforming the SAX series to SAX Bitmap we counted
the number of occurrences of all possible L permutations of
the four symbols in the SAX series to complete the transfor-
mation ending with a vector of length 4L. We chose three
values for L ∈ 1, 2, 3 in the experiments. The values for N
and n should be optimized for different data to increase the
performance. Since our main aim is not to find the best
representation but to enhance RF via diversification, we did
not try to optimize the parameters with respect to the data
and used the same parameters for each data set for a con-
trolled experimentation.
For the Complex Wavelet Transformation we utilized the
Dual-Tree CWT implementation given in [6]. We used 5
different levels, L ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for experimenting. We used
both the complex and real parts by taking the absolute value
of the CWT coefficients.
Because of the immense load of results, we present the re-
sults for SAX with L = 3 and CWT with L = 5, which were
overall the best performing representations in our experi-
mental setting for all data sets. We run the same methods
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on the original time series (TS) without any modification to
see the effectiveness of the representations used.
We also performed experiments to see the effects of the
representation feedback in which we used CWT with L = 5,
SAX with L = 3 and the original time series as different
representations.
In the experiments, we explored 5 different methods of
top-k retrieval:
1. nearest neighbor (NN)
2. MMR with λ = [0.5, 1, 1] (MMR(λ1))
3. MMR with λ = [0.5, 0.75, 1] (MMR(λ2))
4. CBD with α = [3, 1, 1] (CBD(α1))
5. CBD with α = [3, 2, 1] (CBD(α2))
In the algorithmic configuration explained above, we try to
see the effect of diversification in the total performance of the
RF system. We investigate how the level of diversification in
different iterations affects the system performance. We note
that MMR(λ2) and CBD(α2) cases decrease the diversity
in a more graceful way. But MMR(λ1) and CBD(α1) go
directly to NN form after the first iteration. We did not try
to optimize the parameters (λ and α) of the diversification
schemes as the values present themselves as mere intuitive
estimates.
We implemented a unit normalization method for each
Figure 5: Absolute increase in performance with rel-
evance feedback
dataset and used cosine distance for all the experiments.
We implemented the method given in [15] to compare our
algorithms. This method represents the time series with
piecewise linear approximation (PLA-RF) and uses a weight
for each piece to show importance of the related part of
the series when calculating the distances to query. These
weights are modified in each iteration of feedback according
to the annotations of the user.
Our experiments aim to evaluate the satisfaction of a user
who wants to find the time series that are in the same class
Table 1: Average Increase (absolute) in Precision







as the query. The elements in Top-10 which are in the same
class as the query are considered relevant for the feedback
system and the performance of the overall system is defined
as the precision value based on the classes of the retrieved
time series. The experiments were performed on a leave-one-
out basis. Each time series in the database is selected as a
query and relevance feedback system is executed with the
related parameters using the database excluding the query
itself. The class of the elements in Top-10 list is recorded for
each query and iteration. The precision (in percentage) for
the query is calculated using the recorded information for
different iterations of the relevance feedback. The averaged
precision over all the queries in the database is considered













1 if class of Tq is equal to class of Ri
0 otherwise
4.3 Experimental Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Experimental Results for Item Diversity
The experimental results for item diversity are given in
Figure 6 for all the data sets. Each row in the figure cor-
responds to one of five retrieval methods explained in the
previous section and each row corresponds to the represen-
tation (CWT, SAX and unmodified time series (TS)) used
in the experiment. In each individual graph, the average
precision in different RF iterations is plotted with the data
set number given in x-axis. We present an aggregate result
here to summarize the results.
We calculated the difference in precision between the dif-
ferent rounds and the first round of RF for a particular rep-
resentation, method and data set. The histogram of the
resulting data is illustrated in Figure 5. The average in-
creases are provided in Table 1 to depict the performance
increase with the use of RF with different methods. We per-
formed a t-test (paired and unknown variance) between the
average values given in the table and a zero mean distribu-
tion to verify the statistical significance of the improvement.
The p-values, in the range of 10−15, are much smaller than
0.05 which is considered as a threshold for significance. RF
with the configurations given in this study works in all cases
without any dependence of data type or data representation.
We notice that it provides significant benefits for time series
retrieval with 45 point absolute increases in some cases in
terms of precision. The figures show that introducing diver-
sity at some level increases the retrieval performance. We
note that the proposed methods outperform the state of the
art. The experiments produced large amount of results given
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Figure 6: Performance with relevance feedback for the datasets
the large number of parameters, e.g., time series data type,
the representation, the method used in the retrieval process,
the parameters of the retrieval process. For illustration, we
considered the time series without any transformation as the
reference representation and NN method as the reference re-
trieval method.
For each of the RF round and each of the data set, the per-
formance results are normalized to a total 100 with respect
to the base case for that data set and RF round. Figure 7
shows the normalized results averaged over all the data sets.
In nearly all data sets, CWT based approach outperformed
Figure 7: Normalized performances of different
methods and representations
both our versions of SAX and the time series without any
transformation (TS). We note that SAX and CWT parame-
ters were not optimized and different results may be achieved
by optimization of the related transformations. We did not
perform such analysis since it would diverge us from the
main contributions of the study. However, CWT performed
well consistently with no need of parameter optimization.
As expected, NN achieves the best performance in the
first iteration of RF. However, providing diversity in the
first iteration leads to a jump in performance and beats NN
method in nearly all the cases. Best performing method,
CBD(α1), has put 7% (p-value < 0.05) performance increase
over the reference case and 2% (p-value < 0.05) over the case
which uses NN method over CWT. The diversity increases
its effect further in the third iteration of RF where NN is
outperformed in even more cases with similar performance
advancements in average precision. In terms of number of
times each method tops the performance chart with respect
to different cases; we see that CBD(α1) performs best in sec-
ond iteration and CBD(α2) in the third iteration. This also
points out the enhancement in performance due to increas-
ing diversity if number of iterations increases. MMR(λ2)
and the two CBD methods perform better than NN with
regards to the increase in average precision. CBD outper-
forms MMR in each case.
We investigated the effect of the data set purity on the
performance. We calculate the purity value of each data set
by using a simple clustering scheme. We consider the mean
of each class (centroid) as the representative for the related
class and we assign each data to the class of the nearest
representative. The classification is compared to the ground
truth and the average over all data is considered as the pu-
rity of the data set. The method actually checks the purity
of each Voronoi cell formed by the centroids of the classes.
This parameter which is in the range 0−1 can also describe
the separability of the classes. We plot the normalized preci-
sion described in the previous paragraphs against the purity
of the related dataset and the corresponding linear fit in
Figure 8. Positive effect of diversity is reduced in the cases
where classes are already pure and separable. Effect of di-
versity increases when the classes are more interleaved which
is the harder case in terms of system performance.
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Figure 8: Normalized performances of different
datasets versus purity of dataset
4.3.2 Results for Representation Feedback via Top-k
List Partitioning
The experimental results for both item diversity and rep-
resentation feedback are summarized in the following. The
averaged results which are normalized with the performance
NNmethod in the first round of RF are given in Figure 9. An
important observation is that NN performs better or equal
to the methods incorporating item diversity in addition to
representation feedback. This is due to the fact that each
of the representations already gives some diverse results and
this enhances the RF process without further diversity. This
shows that diversity of items have been achieved implicitly
by the process of using more than one representation. Figure
Figure 9: Normalized performances of method with
representation feedback
10 shows the results for representation feedback in compar-
ison with the best performing method found in the item
diversity experiments. The figure illustrates that our aim is
achieved and as the RF iterations increase the RF system
converges to the best performing representation. We used
NN method for comparison, since it performed just as good
as the other methods in the case of representation feedback.
Figure 10: Comparison of representation feedback
with item diversity
4.3.3 Results for Learning Important Properties with
RF
We experimented on the learning of weights for impor-
tant features using user feedback as well. For clarity we
performed experiments on three randomly chosen data sets:
ECG200, fish and synthetic control. We performed NN and
the CBD(α1) diverse retrieval methods to see how diversity
influences these experimental cases as well. The results are
given in Figure 11.
The importance learning algorithm does not seem to suit
the SAX representation. In the second round of RF, the
performance of the retrieval system falls behind the initial
round of retrieval. This may be because SAX-bitmap fea-
tures may well be correlated with each other or SAX repre-
sentation is not suitable for weighted similarity measures.
In most of the cases when SAX is not considered, weight-
ing scheme can provide significant performance gains. More-
over, we see that even when using the diversity retrieval en-
gines the weighting method can provide enhancements.
We have chosen CWT and TS representation and used
the representation feedback via weighting approach. The
results show that combining different representations can
enhance the performance of the RF system. An interesting
result can be seen in the synthetic control data set where the
aggregated representation (CWT+TS) has performed con-
siderably better than the individual representations. This
can also be an example to our previous assertion that if the
span of the chosen representations starts to explain different
parts of user intention the performance increase can be more
satisfactory.
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Figure 11: Performance of RF with weighting
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied relevance feedback and diver-
sity enhancing the established representations in time series
applications. While diversity and relevance feedback have
been successfully explored in information retrieval and text
mining, they have not attracted enough attention from time
series databases and data mining community. The experi-
mental results showed that regardless of the representation,
relevance feedback, even with a simple model, increases the
retrieval accuracy. This is valid even in just one iteration.
This confirms the potential of relevance feedback in the do-
main of time series. Furthermore, we showed that diversity
in the first iteration of the relevance feedback increases the
performance further in many of the cases. Cluster based di-
versity with the given parameters has performed best in our
experimental setting in terms of precision. The tuning of
the system parameters can lead to even higher increases in
the performance. Diversity performs better in non-pure and
non-separable data cases which are usually the challenging
cases in the performance of retrieval systems.
We also developed two methods which feedback the suit-
able representation type for the next iteration. The first
method partitions the top-k list and diversifies the items
which in turn increases the performance even if a simple
nearest neighbor retrieval is used. The other method aug-
ments different representations and enables the feedback via
estimated importance parameters. The results show that
this method can be used for better mappings of the user
intentions in the time series relevance feedback framework.
The presented results and analysis can serve as a basis
for new approaches for diversification of time series data.
During our exploration of the topic, we experimented dif-
ferent potential approaches for diversification of time series.
We adapted matching based similarity (e.g., k-n match [32])
and STFT (short time fourier transform [3]) for time series
diversification. However, we did not include their discus-
sions in this paper as the proposed approaches produced
better results than these possible alternatives.
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APPENDIX
The data sets used in the experimental verification are as fol-
lows: 50words, CBF, Coffee, Cricket X, Cricket Y, Cricket Z,
Diatom Size Reduction, ECG200, ECG FiveDays, FaceAll,
FaceFour, FacesUCR, Gun Point, Italy Power Demand, Light-
ing2, Lighting7, Medical Images, MoteStrain, OSULeaf, OliveOil,
SonyAIBO Robot Surface, SonyAIBO Robot SurfaceII, StarLight
Curves, SwedishLeaf, Trace, TwoLeadECG,Words Synonyms,
fish, synthetic control. The numbering of the datasets is ac-
cording to the above listing. Information about the data
sets are given in [16].
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